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Real-Time Interactive Multiprogramming 
A. D. Heher 

NEERI, CSIR, Pretoria, South Africa* 

Abstract 
This paper is concerned with the problems of interactive computing when multiple real-time tasks are involved. The interactive facilities which can 

be provided are described and some of the important software engineering concepts which should be incorporated in modem programming systems are 
discussed. Memory management is a crucial activity in interactive systems and a new memory management technique called Software Virtual Memory 
Management (SVMM) has been developed to allow the interactive facilities of monoprogrammed systems to be extended and improved in a 
multiprogramming environment. This management technique has been incorporated in an interpreter-oriented system called VIPER (Virtual Interac
tive Process Executive for Real-time control) and experience with this system is reported here. The paper concludes with a brief analysis of the 
performance of VIPER which shows that the SVMM technique can be used to improve the performance of interactive real-time systems constructed 
with the aid of an interpreter to the extent where they can be competitive with compiler-oriented systems in certain applications. 

I. Introduction concept of interaction itself; what is meant by interactive and the interac
tive facilities which can, and should, be provided (2.3). 

2.1 An Overview of Viper 
In terms of both processing power and ease of use, a significant gap 

exists in real-time operating systems between stand-alone BASIC-type 
systems and disc-based compiler-oriented executives. There are many 
applications where it is desirable to utilize the interactive facilities of a VIPER is an interpretive system which evolved from an earlier mono
language like BASIC while retaining the multiprogramming capabilities programmed real-time BASIC called PROSIC (9, 10]. PROSIC in tum 
of the compiler-based executives. This paper discusses the problem of was a development from the original Varian BASIC. [6]. VIPER is 
constructing such a real-time interactive multiprogramming system and coded in Varian Assembler and, like BASIC, is a stand-alone system con
describes a system which has been implemented to demonstrate the taining all its own operating system functions. It has been run on a Varian 
concepts involved. 620 and on a microprogrammable microprocessor system called 

The objective of bridging this gap is to permit more complex program- MIKROV (26]. The memory-resident portion of VIPER is 13 K words 
ming tasks to be undertaken by application-oriented staff by providing ( 16 bit) in size. 
them with simple but powerful· software tools. The success of this ap- VIPER permits independent, named segments of code and data to be 
proach has been reported by a numberof workers (2-5, 7-8, 19-22, 24 ]. executed and manipulated concurrently. Each of the code segments is a 
Despite their limitations and language defects, interactive systems like self-contained procedure which is similar to a stand-alone BASIC pro
BASIC, supplemented by a range of high-level real time functions, have gram in many respects. The procedures(= code segments) are created 
proved useful in a variety of applications. To encourage the programming and manipulated interactively from an input device.More than one key
task to be undertri!cen by those who understand the problem, the task of board can be active at once as VIPERhas a multi-user, multi-terminal cap
programming should be simplified in every possible way. This permits ability, as well as multiprogramming facilities. Other tasks in the system 
users to get into the task 'without undue effort spent in learning compu- can also run concurrently while program development is proceeding. At 
terese' [ 3], and also 'to improve software reliability by reducing the oppor- any given time an input device is associated with a particular procedure 
tunity for error' [7]. and all commands and statements are executed within the scope of that 

The simplicity and security of the software system which is used are procedure. The association of a device and procedure can be changed with 
important factors in the production of reliable software [ 16], particularly simple commands. Fig. 1 illustrates some of these interactive operations. 
if more complex multiprogramming tasks are to be undertaken. In con- Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 illustrate other types of VIPER statements which are 
structing a system which supports multiple concurrent tasks, it is not suffi- described in the sections that follow. 
cient to merely extend the facilities of monoprogrammed systems; radi- The segments of code are moved to and from a bulk storage device 
cally different software techniques must be applied in order to maintain under control of a memory manager. At any given time some, or all, of the 
and improve upon the reliability achieved by these simple systems. modules of a task may be swapped out of memory to make room for other 

There are five aspects to which particular attention must be paid in modules of the same, or some other, task. If a module which is not in local 
real-time systems, viz memory is referenced, directly or indirectly, by any command or state-
1. Data structure and access. ment, it is swapped-in under control of the executive. The logical space 
2. Protection of code and data areas. required by a set of modules can therefore be larger than the physical 
3. Synchronization and control of concurrency. space. This gives VIPER virtual-memory properties. 
4. Structured programming. All statements have the same syntax, irrespective of whether they are 
5. Program and system documentation. executed as commands or as program statements. In other words, the 

Before dealing with these aspects in Section 3, three introductory command and programming languages are synonymous. This duality not 
topics are discussed in Section 2. The discussion in this paper is strongly only simplifies the user interface but also results in the protection and data 
related to an interactive system which has been constructed. An overview manipulation facilities being applied equally to the command and pro
of this system is therefore given first (2.1) to enable the discussion which gramming languages. Statements are differentiated from commands by 
follows to be placed in context, followed by a discussion of memory the presence or absence of a line number. One of the most important 
management in interactive systems (2.2). The third topic deals with the properties of VIPER is that interactive operations, including the execu-

This paper was presented at the SACAC Symposium on Real-time Software for Industrial Applications in Pretoria on 29-30 
November, 1978. 
*The author is now with AECI Limited in the Consulting Engineers Department. 
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tion of commands and the addition of statements, can continue while a 
procedure is executing. Operations of this type are illustrated in Fig. I. 
The provision of interactive debugging operations on executing real-time 
tasks is not merely a convenient feature - it is a powerful tool for the 
testing and debugging of real-time software. Hoare 116) has noted that 
this commissioning of software can be "the most tiresome, expensive and 
unpredictable phase" and any tool which can simplify and shorten this 
phase can make an important contribution towards the goal of producing 
more economical and reliable software. 

Shared data areas are an important resource in a real-time environ
ment and require protection from inadvertent or illegal modification if the 
system is to be secure. Shared data segments are provided in VIPER 
which are referenced and defined in a manner analogous to that of named 
COMMON blocks in FORTRAN IV, with the significant difference that 
the segments can be created and deleted dynamically like files, protected 
like files and moved to and from input/output devices. Figs. 2 and 3 illus
trate some of the commands and statements available for the manipula
tion of data elements. Shared and local data facilities are described in 
more detail in Section 3.1. 

2.2 Memory Management 
Interactive programming systems require that any statement in a task 

can be changed, deleted or added in some sort of incremental compilation 
mode i.e. the entire task or procedure need not be recompiled and link
loaded. A good interactive system should also support interaction during 
the execution of the task with monitoring and debugging facilities that do 
not require the suspension of the task before they are activated. In 
PROSIC, the forerunner of VIPER, it was demonstrated that even more 
general interactive facilities can be provided in a mono-programmed 
system [9, IOJ, which it would be desirable to extend to the multi-tasking 
environment. 

A number of interactive systems with either multiprogramming or 
multi-user capabilities have been constructed (4. 19, 23, 29]. However, 
they all suffer from the following shortcomings: 
I. A lack of independent named procedures and subroutines which 

are essential for a structured programming approach. 
2. Poor shared data facilities and a lack of protection for any of the 

facilities provided. 
3. Restricted interactive facilities. None of these systems, nor any 

system known to the author, permits interactive operations to be 
applied to executing tasks. 

These shortcomings can all be traced to a single problem: memory 
management. The implementation of interactive facilities requires that 
the code defining a task and its associated data areas be expanded and 
contracted as the interaction proceeds. In a multiprogrammed system the 
difficulty occurs in the attempt to allow multiple tasks or procedures to 
undergo this dynamic change in size and structure simultaneously. The 
addition of a multi-user capability further complicates the memory man
agement task, as does the need for flexible access to shared data areas. 

These considerations led to the development of a new memory 
management technique. This management system is implemented entire
ly in software but has many of the characteristics of a system using hard
ware virtual memory management, and for this reason the technique used 
has been called 'Software Virtual Memory Management' (SVMM). As a 
result of the software implementation, a resident operating system nucleus 
must exist in a fixed memory partition and only the remaining memory is 
available for virtual storage operations. 

The term 'virtual memory' has two connotations in the context of this 
paper: the first is related to the usual concept of addressing a logical space 
which is larger than the physical space; and the second is related to the 
security of, and access to, both tasks and data structures which are 
operated upon as if they were located in a file system. Both executable 
( and executing) tasks and data structures are afforded protection in a 
hierarchy of security levels. The user therefore creates, modifies and 
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executes tasks as if he were working on a set of files which may in fact be 
memory-resident; and conversely, he operates within a task as if all tasks 
and data structures were memory-resident when in fact they may be 
resident on some external device. This file-system analogy is an exten
sion of the usual concept of virtual memory in that it is associated with the 
reverse mapping of memory onto a mass-storage device, as opposed to the 
mapping of mass-storage onto memory, which is the property of the 
extended logical space. 

The memory management structures have been described elsewhere 
[ 13) and as they are fairly complex, space precludes a discussion of their 
operation in this paper. 

2.3 Interactive Operations 
The term "interactive" has acquired a variety of meanings in 

computer applications. Two basic divisions which can be identified are: 
I. Interactive program development. 
2. Interactive dialogue in an applications environment ( e.g. data-base 

management and information systems). 
The second category is important in process control applications as 

part of the interface between the computer system and the process 
engineers and operators, but it is the first category which is of primary 
concern to this paper. Even the term "interactive program development" 
is not well-defined - it is used by some authors to refer to computing 
services of the time-sharing type and by others to incremental compilation 
and direct execution, such as is possible with BASIC. Another context in 
which the term "interactive" is used, is in mini-computer operating sys
tems where the user drives the system directly from a keyboard to edit, 
compile, load and test programs in a rapid development cycle. The term 
"interactive" arises from the fact that on modem disc-based operating 
systems these operations can be performed in one or two minutes as 
opposed to 15 to 30 minutes on older magnetic-tape or paper-tape 
oriented operating systems. Although a great improvement on past sys
tems, this type of operation is not considered interactive in the context of 
this paper. 

The interactive facilities which are provided in VIPER fall into four 
interrelated and overlapping categories: 
1. Symbolic debugging of programs on-line and in real-time. 
2. Monitoring of on-line real-time programs; examination of plant 

variables and perturbation of outputs. 
3. Creation of new programs and editing of old programs. 
4. Testing the modules of a task as they are developed. (Top-down 

design and step-wise refinement.) 
Only two functions need to be implemented to enable these facilities to 

be provided: 
1. The ability to add a statement to ( or delete it from) a procedure at 

any time, whether it is executing or dormant. 
2. The unification of the command and programming languages. 

These functions unify the language elements, the debugging and moni
toring commands and the file manipulation commands into a single 
coherent set with a common syntax, and enable the interactive mode of 
operation to remain active on executing tasks. The operation of a process 
can therefore be dynamically monitored and symbolically debugged by 
means of the same command and programming language used to write the 
program. In PROSIC, the monoprograrnmed predecessor of VIPER, the 
essential simplicity and naturalness of this on-line real-time debugging 
and monitoring facility proved to be an extremely powerful tool which was 
readily accepted by the process-oriented users. To enable these facilities 
to be extended to VIPER, however, the properties ofSVMM are essential 
as this level of interaction could not otherwise be supported in a multi-user 
multi-tasking environment. 

The testing and debugging phase can be further simplified if they are 
combined with the coding phase by use of an interactive software develop
ment system. The interaction permits software modules to be tested as 
they are written, or as soon afterwards as possible and allows iterations in 



the software development cycle with the rapid testing of previously deve
loped modules as additional modules are added. Interactive testing and 
debugging is particularly important in real-time systems where a complex 
set of programs co-operate to perform a given task in response to real-time 
events. If a task needs to be stopped or taken off-line before 'tesf or 
'debugging· functions can be included, the commissioning task is made 
considerably more difiicult and timeconsuming. 

Wilkes [23] made some pertinent comments in this connection: 
"There has, to my mind, been too little interest in devising efficient 
methods for locating the errors that do get introduced. Most debugging 
procedures in current use arc crude and depend on examination by the 
programmer of a static picture of his program when it has stopped. 
Methods of obtaining a trace of what was happening during the running of 
a program have been successfully used in the past and I suggest that the 
time has come to re-examine these methods with the object of developing 
them into serious tools that can be used by the software engineer.,. 

3.1 Data Structure and Access 
The organization and protection of the data elements in a program

ming system are recognised to be crucial factors in the development of 
reliable software [ 15 J. In VIPER there are three main categories of data 
types. viz local variables, shared data, and variables passed as parameters 
in a procedure call. Protection facilities arc applied to all three categories 
and they are all accessed by means of similar mechanisms. The dominant 
characteristic of the data element is that most of them can be created 
dynamically. 

The links between segments which are required to reference items in 
another segment are established dynamically on the first reference to the 
variable (incurring some overhead), but, once established, the links are 
maintained until released by either the user or the system. After 
establishing the links, subsequent references are therefore performed 
efficiently with a minimal overhead. 

l. Local variables: The only local variable types provided so far in 
VIPER are simple and array floating-point variables. Provision has, 
however. been made for additional types including string, bit and integer 
variables and these could be included within the SVMM framework 
without difficulty. Local array variables can be defined dynamically or 
statically. Within a subprocedure. for example, a variable size area can 
even be allocated in accordance with a passed parameter and then de
allocated (released) before exiting from the procedure. Fig. 3 shows a 
schematic outline of this type of operation. Read or write access to an 
array can also be specified. 

2. Shared data elements: Shared data elements are grouped together in 
named segments which can be manipulated by the SVMM routines. The 
syntactic structures for creating and referencing these elements are similar 
to those used for named COMMON blocks in FORTR.A.N, as illus
trated in Fig. 2. Both simple and array variable elements within a particu
lar segment can be individually read- or write-protected. A segment can 
also be password-protected to prohibit access to all but password holders. 
Data segments could be swapped like procedure segments, but this has 
not been implemented in VIPER. They can, however, be moved to and 
from bulk storage devices under user control. All data segments also have 
a semaphore associated with them which can be used for synchronization. 
as discussed in Section 3.3. 

3. Parameter passing: Parameters can be passed from one procedure to 
another using a normal FORTRAN-like CALL-SUB-RETURN 
sequence. The invoked subprocedure need not be contiguous to or owned 
by the calling procedure. however, and may not even be resident in 
memory when it is invoked. Parameter types arc matched and must agree 
and default access states are established where appropriate. If a constant 
appears in the actual parameter list, for example, the corresponding 
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formal parameter state is set to read-only. Specific access states of actuals 
are also copied through to the formulas. The detection of illegal mappings 
(mismatched types) is performed at the CALL-SUB set-up time while 
access violations are checked on each reference to a formal parameter. 
Although there is a certain overhead involved in this detailed verification 
of parameter passing, the checking is considered essential in view of the 
fact that this interface is one of the most troublesome and error-prone 
areas in the programming. The SVMM structures minimise this overhead 
and operations involving formal parameters take only 4% longer than the 
equivalent operation using local variables only. More dramatic, is a factor 
of four improvement in VIPER compared with PROSIC, despite the 
extra protection functions. 

3.2 Protection 
The types of protection facilities which can be applied to data 

elements in a real-time system were discussed in the preceding section. 
Of equal inportance in an interactive system is the protection of code 
segments. Protection functions arc provided in many operating systems 
but these often apply only to bulk storage resident files. In VIPER, the 
protection facilities are applied to executable code (and data) segments 
and remain in force on active tasks. The ability of users to modify proce
dures, access data areas or execute tasks can therefore be controlled 
dynamically. The application of file-system-like protection facilities to 
active segments in the system is a unique property of SVMM. 

The protection mechanisms have two goals ~ the first is to provide 
facilities which are easy to use. and the second is to ensure that they are 
impossible to circumvent. These two goals conflict at times so that, in 
practice, a modicum of effort must be expended to achieve the highest 
level of protection; on the other hand, good protection facilities are always 
applied by default without any explicit user action. 

The basic mechanism for access protection is a capability list which is 
a'>sociated with each segment: the primary function of this is to control a 
set of well-defined states in which a procedure can operate. These states 
provide protection for the user against himself as well as against 'pirates·. 
A password is used to control the commands which can be used to mani
pulate (indirectly) entries in these capability lists. Before any input is 
accepted from a user at a keyboard he must LOGON with an appropriate 
password. 

A password is not necessarily associated only with a particular user. 
Its primary function is to logically partition tasks into set~ of co-operating 
procedures. The set of procedures and the associated data element, which 
control a particular section of a plant for example, can be associated with 
a particular password, while the modules of an operator interface could be 
given another. In this context the LOGON command identifies a logical 
subset of procedures which the user wishes to access. It also serves the 
usual protection function, however. in that no modifications can be made 
to any of the procedures if the appropriate password is not specified. ( It 
may still be possible to examine and execute the procedures if this has 
been permitted by their 'owner'.) 

The control of access to code segments illustrates the type offunctions 
which can be provided by means of these protection facilities. A proce
dure can exist in one of four primary states, together with several sul:>
states. 

Change: In this mode any alteration can be made to a program. even if the 
program is executing. It is the basic mode used to edit programs and with a 
little care it can also be used as a debugging mode in that permanent 
changes to the program can be made immediately. 

Debug: This mode possesses a restricted set of the CHANGE mode 
access rights. The procedure can be listed, variables examined and break
points and statements inserted, but no existing statements can be deleted 
or modified. Statement execution frequency counts can also be invoked in 
this mode. 



Monitor: This mode pennits a procedure to be examined using com
mands such as PRINT and LIST, but no statements can be added or 
changed. This restriction ensures that nothing can be done which inter
feres with the execution f a procedure and this mode can therefore be 
made freely available to process staff. A substate of the mode can be in
voked, however, to limit access to password holders. 

Execute: This mode has three substates; free execute; password execute; 
and no access. The latter category enables the execution of a procedure to 
be prohibited until one of the other substates is established with a specific 
command. 

The modes CHANGE, DEBUG and MONITOR are entered with 
commands of the fonn CHANGE <procedure name> while substates are 
specified by commands with the fonn ACCESS ( <procedure name>)= 
<attribute> . Only the appropriate passholders can enter the CHANGE 
and DEBUG modes or change the access attributes. 

3.3 Synchronization 
The semaphore is the basic building block for the synchronization of 

processes and the control of access to shared data. It is, however, an 
awkward element to use in real-time programming, for several reasons: 
I. If a lock ( wait) operation is encountered in the program text it is not 

immediately clear whether or not it is an entry to a critical section, 
in which case it should be followed by a free (signal) operation 
further on. 

2. If it is the entry to a critical section it may not be immediately 
obvious from the text what the shared variables are. 

3. It is difficult to check whether all critical sections are properly 
protected by a semaphore. 

4. It is difficult to check for the possibility of deadlock. 
For these reasons other language constructs, such as the "REGION" 

construct [I] and the "MONITOR" (14] have been proposed. Hoare's 
monitor concept has been noted to be the most general and secure struc
ture, but it would appear to be more suitable for operating system struc
ture than for an application oriented software system like VIPER. 
Reviewing the synchronization and protection requirements of such 
systems, the "REGION" construct was selected as the one which ap
peared most natural for use with the shared data segments so extensively 
used in VIPER. This operates as follows: 

Given a shared data area which is declared with a statement 

COMMON <com name) , <data list) 

a critical region where mutually exclusive operations are required is 
defined by: 

REGION <com name> 
<critical region statements> 

END REGION <com name> 

Two or more procedures declaring an area in this way are guaranteed 
to be mutually exclusive in the critical region. The REGION statement 
sets a semaphore associated with the data area and can only proceed to 
execute the critical region statements if the semaphore is not already 
locked. If the semaphore is locked, the procedure is suspended and waits 
for the semaphore to be cleared ( unlocked) by an END REG I ON state
ment In addition to the REGION construct, primitive operations are 
provided for the direct manipulation of semaphores. These simple but 
powerful facilities assist in the modular decomposition of tasks into 
separate and independent sub-tasks which are safer and which are much 
simpler to code and debug. 
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3.4 Structured Programming 
"I take structured programming to be a tenn of art signifying a style of 

programming in which the flow of control is detennined by procedure calls 
and by statements of the type IF ... THEN ... ELSE ... , rather than by 
the indiscriminate use of GOTO statements. Further, it is usually advo
cated that the program should be written in a top-down manner. These 
recommendations, it is claimed, lead to a disciplined method of pro
gramming with the following advantages: 
I. The program, being modular in nature, is easy to understand and 

check. 
2. There is a possibility of proving it correct. 
3. It is easier to maintain and modify." 

M.V. WILKES (28] 
The tenn "structured programming" has acquired a variety of 

meanings, but Wilkes' concise statement captures the essential properties 
of this programming discipline. The development of structured program
ming techniques is a current topic of research and a wide variety of control 
structures have been proposed and discussed. Because of this fluidity only 
the simplest and most widely used structures were used in VIPER. There 
are two aspects of structured programming which are of particular rele
vance to VIPER; viz. modularity and structures. 

3.4.1. Modularity 
In VIPER each named code module, which may be either a procedure 

or a subroutine, exists as a separate segment which can be independently 
moved to and from bulk storage devices. One of the goals of structured 
programming is to break up a task into modules, each of which is no more 
than one to two pages in size (30 to 70 lines of code). In SVMM, 
therefore, a well-structured program is naturally divided into blocks a few 
hundred words in size, each of which represents a natural "page" that can 
be swapped to and from a bulk storage device. This 1: 1 correspondence 
between pages and segments is in marked contrast with hardware virtual 
memory mapping devices where the page boundaries are randomly scat
tered over the procedures constituting a task. 

One of the recommended practices associated with the art of struc
tured programming is the independent testing of the individual modules of 
a task as they are written. Some sophisticated software tools have been 
developed for this type of operation, particularly for cases where top
down design or stepwise refinement strategies are used. VIPER makes no 
specific provision for this design procedure but the ease with which 
modules can be tested individually, together with the flexible data 
structures which simplify the generation and linking oftest data, enables 
this practice to be carried out with the aid of the standard interactive 
facilities. Of more importance than a fonnal design procedure (which is 
possibly of relevance only to large software problems which would most 
probably not be coded in VIPER in any event) is the infonnal flexibility of 
being able to test and examine the operation of a procedure in a variety of 
ways before it is finally integrated into an overall task. 

3.4.2 Structures 
The control structures incorporated in VIPER are as follows: 
IF - THEN - ELSE -ENDIF 
FOR-NEXT 
DO WHILE - END DO 
CASE - ENDCASE 
GOTO 
This restricted set of relatively simple structures was chosen as they 

were considered adequate for the type of software likely to be written in 
VIPER. Examples of the use of these structures are given in Fig. 5. 
Despite the simplicity of the structures they have a markedly beneficial 



effect on both the clan ty and the ease of understanding of the programs. 
The simple GOTO was retained in VIPER as it has quite clearly been 

shown [18] that it is sometimes required. even in well-structured pro
grams. to avoid awkward and clumsy constructions. An interesting 
observation arose. however. from the case study discussed in section 4. In 
the translation of approximately I 300 lines of FORTRAN code into 
VIPER not a single GOTO was required. whereas the FORTRAN .;ode 
contained nearly I 00 of them. This observation indicates that the control 
structures chosen are adequate for the relatively simple logic structures 
that generally occur in process control work. 

One of the most important aspects of structured programming in an in
terpretive system is that it can be used to automatically perform the 
indenting that provides the invaluable visual aid to program structure. An 
example illustrating this facility is given in Fig. 5. The manual insertion of 
indenting is a tiresome and frequently overlooked chore which is espe
cially ditlicult when programs are changed or updated. Fu1ihermore. real 
programs are subject to a steady flow of changes and improvements over 
their lifetimes [ 16). so this problem is not just a development phenome
non. In VIPER the automatic indenting is coupled with a proof of the 
structural correctness of the program. This proof is not only an assurance 
that the program is correctly structured, but is also a useful teaching aid in 
that it gently prompts the user to use the correct constructions. pointing 
out the cause of the t:rror and where it occurs. With this interactive assist
ance users unfamiliar with structured programming can rapidly learn the 
rnlcs. 

In addition to the control structure indenting there is another aspect of 
program layout which is of importance in real-time programming. Pro
grams which execute cyclically nearly always require an initialization 
section where control loop variables and items in common areas are given 
initial values. The static mitialization performed by FORTRAN-type 
data statements is only a partial solution, as the initialization require
ments can encompass all programming functions, including input/output 
operations and computations-based or process variables. This is achieved 
in VIPER by providing a statement ST ART which indicates the end of 
the initialization section and the start of the repetitively executed code. 
The initialization code is intended to distinguish it from the body of the 
program. Examples of this facility can be seen in Figs. 3 and 5. 

3.5 Documentation 
Interactive systems like BASIC or VIPER are frequently used for 

experimental or investigatory work. an environment where the mainte
nance of good documentation is as difficult as it is important. Interpretive 
systems also frequently suffer from the disadvantage of not being able to 
use source text layout to improve program visibility and understanding 
because of the back-listing or decompilation this is performed to recreate 
text. Special effort must therefore be made to assist and encourage the 
documentation of interpretive programs. Both program and system docu
mentation functions are important. as discussed below. 

3.5.1. Language structure 
The most important factor in the production of clear, well-documented 

software is the language structure itself. No quantity of comments can 
overcome basic defects in the language. There are four important 
properties of language structure, viz: 

Structured language. This is one of the most important aids to program 
documentation and is absolutely essential to enable interpretive systems 
to back-list (decompile) a program in an intelligible format. This aspect 
was commented on in Section 3. 4 and an example of the VIPER facilities 
is given in Fig. 5. There is a strong case for all interpretive systems to use a 
structured language, for the sake of documentation, if nothing else. 

Variable and procedure naming conventions. The restrictions in 
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BASIC ( a letter and a digit for simple variables and a letter only for array 
variables) are quite unnecessary, as an extension of PROSIC has shown 
[ 101. In VIPER. all names, including variables, data areas and proce
dure names, can be up to 16 characters in length. These longer names are 
an invaluable aid to clear documentation and reduce the need for trivial 
comments to explain the meaning of va1iables. 

Syntactical structures, The syntax of the language and operating system 
commands can contribute to the readability of programs. The strnctured 
programming keywords such as CASE, DOWHILE and the synchroni
zation function REGION are examples of syntactical structures with 
clear and unambiguous meanings. Otht:r functions of importance are 
operations such as RUN and WAIT. Some examples illustrating the 
syntax of these statements in VIPER are given in Fig. 4. The action which 
is required is irrunediately apparent without reference to manuals to 
determine the meaning of obscure parameters. 

Conciseness, FORTRAN and BASIC suffer from a lack of conciseness 
which results in program modules being physically larger than necessary. 
As the ease with which a program module can be understood is related to 
its size, there is an incentive to allow more compact representations. 
(Conciseness. in the dictionary sense of "shrn1 and clear", is not to be 
confused with the sententious contraction of a language like APL) One 
simple but successful aid is to allow multiple assignments on a line. This is 
effective because simple assignments are the most common statements in 
typical programs [ I 7]. As the assignment statement does not affect the 
program flow. this conciseness does not detract from program clarity. It is 
the control structures IF-FOR-CASE and the like which determine the 
flow and these are pivuts on which the understanding of a program hinges: 
contracting the "straight-line" code enhances the lucidity of the cuntrol 
structures. The comment conv1.:ntions adopted in VIPEK which are dis
cussed in the next paragraph, also contribute to maintaining the con
ciseness of programs. 

3.5.2 Comment facilities 
All languages make provision for comments in one form or another, 

but the actual syntactical forms used are of crncial importance [ I 6, 25 J 
The ease with which comment, can be insened, and their readability once 
inserted. are important factors in determining the extent to which the 
facilities will be used by programmers. End-of-line comments are 
especially recommended as they are easily inscned, are directly asso
ciated with a line of code, and can be made highly visible. In VIPER end
of-line comments are right justified in the back-listing operation, as shown 
in Fig. 5. This achieves the required visibility while maintaining concise
ness. 

3.5.3. System documentation 
Typical real-time programming tasks arc made up of a number of 

independent modules which operate on one or more data bases. In main
taining and operating these systems it is important to understand the rela
tionships between the various modules of the task, and to know which 
modules call others (the hierarchical relationship) and which modules 
access particular data areas. The relationships amongst modules is of 
importance because the interface amongst them is known to be one of the 
most troublesome and error-prone in real-time programming. 

A number of documentation systems which produce the required 
information from an off-line analysis of the source program listing have 
been reported on in the literature. (It is assumed that the only precise and 
up-to-date source of internal documentation for most software is the 
programs themselves.) However, the programs are typically large 
(IO 000 - 15 000 statements) which illustrates the complexity of pro
ducing the information from source listings, In interpretive systems, and in 
the SVMM structures of VIPER in particular, the information is readily 



available within the various symbol tables, and system documentation 
infonnation on the overall structure of the task can easily be produced on
line. This is a particular advantage in an interactive system in that the 
infonnation that is produced represents the actual state of the system at 
that time. Dynamic infonnation on structures that vary with time can also 
be produced. 

4. Performance 
Interpretive systems have a reputation for poor perfonnance which is 

not always entirely justified, as the data below shows. (This reputation 
would appear to have arisen, at least in part, from the notoriety of some 
early BASICs which interpreted source code directly.) Data published by 
a number of authors indicate that in typical applications, interpretive tasks 
are approximately five times slower than the equivalent compiled tasks. 
Similar results have been obtained from comparisons between VIPER 
and FORTRAN programs. This direct comparison does not always give 
the complete picture, however, as illustrated by the case study below. 
Before these results are discussed, the relationship between VIPER and 
other interpretive systems is briefly mentioned to place VIPER in 
perspective. 

I. Comparison with interpreters. A variety of simple benchmark 
programs have been run to compare the perfonnance of VIPER with that 
of its monoprogrammed predecessor PROSIC, as well as with that of a 
number of other BASIC or BASIC-like systems (10, 11). From the 
measurements that have been made it has been observed that the per
fonnance of VIPER is similar to that ofboth PROSIC and other BASICs 
when considering small benchmarks (5-20 statements). In larger pro
grams ( 100-200 statements) the perfonnance of VIPER is better than that 
of PROSIC by a factor of two or three and in the 900-1 000 statement 
category VIPER can achieve a perfonnance improvement of up to IO to 
1. This effect and results of one particular benchmark are tabulated in 
Tables 1 and 2. This large program superiority of VIPER results directly 
from the modular SVMM structures and their efficient linking mechan
isms. They avoid the increase in execution time in accordance with pro
gram size, which is a characteristic of many BASIC systems. 

2. Comparison with compiled code (a case study). A FORTRAN
based process control package had been developed for an experimental 
process control investigation. This had ddc and supervisory control 
modules in addition to scanning, logging and alarm functions,. The system 
ran on a Hewlett Packard 2IMX computer under control of the RTE II 
Executive in 32K words of memory. In the configuration used, 19 
primary real-time tasks ( 15 of which ran cyclically) executed in a 
single foreground partition, resulting in numerous disc swapping opera
tions. Semaphores were used extensively for synchronization and to 
control access to shared data which consisted of a single (unprotected) 
global common area. The semaphores facilitated the modular decom
position of tasks, but contributed to the high swapping rate. The 
FORTRAN programs were recoded into VIPER, resulting in 35 SVMM 
segments (27 code and 8 data), 16 of which execute repetitively. Table 3 
summarises the statistics of the FORTRAN and VIPER programs. Two 
results of this case study are of interest: 
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Memory requirements. The VIPER programs require approximately 
one third of the memory space required by the FORTRAN programs and 
all the repetively executed modules can be memory-resident in a 32K 
word machine. 
Execution time. Averaged over 60s, the repetitive tasks consume I, 2 s of 
CPU time in the FORTRAN system versus 7,9 sin VIPER; a ratio of6,6 
to 1. When the time spent swapping is taken into account, however, the 
real-time foreground partition of the RTE system is busy for 9,0 sin 60 s 
compared with the 7 ,9 sin VIPER. In tenns of real-time task throughput, 
the interpretive VIPER system is therefore slightly faster than its 
FORTRAN-based counterpart. 

Ignoring all differences between the two computers used the results 
indicate that VIPER, running on a microprogrammed microprocessor 
emulator [26] is capable of substantially the same throughput of real-time 
tasks as a real-time executive which executes in-line compiled code with 
swapping. The Hewlett-Packard RTE system could also support con
current tasks in the resident and background partitions and it is not 
claimed that VIPER is equivalent to a system like the HP RTE in 
computational power. What is claimed, is that given a set of real-time 
tasks such as those encountered in the case study, an interpretive system 
can have much the same perfonnance as a compiler oriented system and 
could be used in many applications where much larger and more complex 
operating systems had to be used previously. 

5. Conclusion 
It has been shown that interpretive systems are capable of significantly 

better perfonnance when the techniques of software virtual memory 
management are employed. As the structures required can be imple
mented entirely in software, the system is machine-independent and can 
be implemented on any average mini- or microcomputer. The software 
system which has been constructed has a unifonn command and pro
gramming language, and this simplifies operation and enables outstand
ing debugging facilities to be provided in an interactive, multi-user mode of 
operation. Incorporated into the system are excellent protection mechan
isms which are easy to use but pennit a number of users co-operatively to 
share a secure data base in a real-time environment. Despite the ease of 
use and the extensive protection mechanisms, the perfonnance of the 
system is better than that of similar interpreter-based real-time systems 
and is competitive with compiler-oriented systems in some applications. 
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Figure 1: A Short Example Illustrating Some Interactive Operations 

INPUT 
(Output not shown) 

LOGON USER! 

PROC ABC 

10 ... 

20. 

PROC XYZ 
JOO ... . 

50 .. . 

CHANGE ABC 

200 ... 
RUN XYZ EVERY 5 SECS 
RUN (ABC) 

PRINT X 
MONITORXYZ 
PRINTY 
DEBUG ABC 
I 00 PRINT X 
CHANGE (ABC) 
110 ... 
PRINT X 
STOP (ABC) 
TURNOFF XYZ 
SAVE 
SAVE XYZ 
LOGOFF 

INPUT DEVICE 
ASSOCIATION 

MASTER 

USER I 

ABC 

ABC 
XYZ 

XYZ 

ABC 
ABC 
ABC 

ABC 
XYZ 
XYZ 
XYZ 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 

MASTER 

COMMENT 

USER I = password ( echo of input 1s suppressed during LOGON) 
Creates a procedure called USERI. 
Create a procedure called ABC and associate input device with it. ABC 
has default password USERI. 
Enter statements into ABC (in any order) 

Create XYZ (Input now associated with XYZ) 
Enter statements 

Enter statements 

Return to make a change to ABC 
( only permitted to password holder USER I) 
Change a statement in ABC 
Set XYZ to execute periodically 
Execute ABC-(ABC) optional (defaulted) because of input device 
association 
Examine variable X in ABC while ABC is running 
Monitor operation of XYZ (restricted rights) 
Examine variable Yin XYZ while XYZ is running 
Enter restricted mode (No changes to existing statement permitted) 
Insert statement to examine X at line 100 (ABC still executing) 
Move to CHANGE mode to permit alterations 
Make a change 
Examine X now 
Terminate execution immediately 
Remove XYZ from time list 
Save copy of ABC on external device 
Save XYZ 
End of session, return to Master. Deletes procedure USER I. 
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Figure 2. Some Examples of Shared Data Manipulation 

CONSOLE INPUT COMMENT 

LOGON USERI Password USER! will be associated with all COMMONS created 
COMMON SIZES, NI, N2 Construct a data area (this is a command). 
ACCESS (SIZES)= WRITEA Permit write operation 
NI = 100: N2 = 120 Initialise this COMMON 
PROC XYZ Create procedure XYZ 
10 COMMON SIZES, NI, N2 Link to SIZES to pick up NI and N2 Default access is read only. 
20 COMMON COM!, A(Nl ), B(N2) Set up variable size data area 
30 COMMON COM2 No data area, semaphore only. 
40 ACCESS(A)"=READA+WRITEA; A: read and write; 

ACCESS (B)=O B: not used here (no access) 

100 REGION COM! 

160 A( ... )= ... 

180 SAVE COM! 
200 ENDREGION COMI 
210 FREE COM2 

250 DELETE COM! 

280 COMMON COM!, A(Nl *2) 

PROC ABC 
10 COMMON COM2 

I 00 LOCK COM2 

LOGOFF 

Start of a critical region 
(Mutually exclusive access to COMI) 

Perform some operation on A 

Save current values on bulk storage device 
End of critical region 
Unlock semaphore associated with COM2 ( see ABC line 100 below) 

Delete COMI 
and allocate new size 

Create procedure ABC 
Declare semaphore (no data) 

ABC will suspend until FREE COMI in line 210 of XYZ 
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SUBROUTINE SUB A(N,X) 
M=20 
DIM A(M) 
A(l)=IO; A(2)=27; A(3)= ... 
ACCESS (A) = READA 

START 
DIM B(N), C(N, 3*N) 

DIM B(O), C(O) 
RETURN 

Figure 3: Data Manipulation Example 

Dimension according to a variable value 
Static allocation 
Assign some values 
Protect by setting access to read only 
End of initialization section 
Dynamic allocation of array space 

Perform operations with arrays 
De-allocate before exit 

Figure 4: Examples of Run and Wait Statement Syntax 

RUN STARTUP Run once 
RUN LOOP. CONTROL EVERY 5 SECS 

Execute repetitively 
LOGH= 1,5 Times can be fractional 
RUN LOOP. LOG EVERY LOGH HOURS IN 20*LOGH MINS 

Repetitive after initial delay 
NEXT SHIFT=8* INT(HOURS+S)/8) 

Next shift time (HOUR=current time) 
RUN SHIFT. REPORT EVERY 8 HOURS AT NEXTSHIFT: 0 

Run at shift changeover 
RUN DAILY.REPORT AT 08:00:30 EVERY 24 HOURS 

WAIT 1.3 SECS 
WAIT X*Y /Z MINS 

Run every day at 30 secs after 8 a.m. 
Floating point values and expressions 
permitted, HOURS is also a qualifier 
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FIGURE 5: AN EXAMPLE OF THE STRUCTURING OPERATIONS 

::PROC STRUCTUf;'E. TE:ST 
::1 PROC 
::10 PRINT "SIMPLE STRUCTURE TEST" 
::20 START END OF INITIALISATION CODE 
=100 FDR 1=1 TO 7 MAIN LOOP 
::110 PRHH I, 
=11_20 IF I<3 BINARY IF ON ITS OWN FDR VISIBILITY 
:,13n n+Eti PRINT • I<3", THHl,EL:,:E A~fft lltlAP'-( IF CAti mil\' 
=140 EL::E PPHiT " I·. =3", BE FOLLOWED B'/ A Nm+-cmnPDL 
::150 IF I=4 PRINT " 1=4", ,TM ON THE SAME LittE 
::1 E, (1 ENDI F 
::200 IF I =5 
,,210 THEN THE FDLL01.,.1ING CONTROL STM MUST BE Oti A t+El,1 LINE 
::220 FOR J=l TD 4 
::230 CAS:E J=1 OUTER CA':E INDE:-'.=J 
::c'4 0 F'R HIT " CASE J= 1 ", 
::,:'50 CASE I=6 t·lESTED CASE nmE>'.=I 
=2'::,0 PRINT " CAS:E I=6", 
::270 CASE I=7 
::2:30 PRitH " CASE 1=7", 
::290 ENDCASE I END OF INNEP CASE 
::300 CASE J>2 AND 1)6 COMPOUND CASE CONDITION, INDEX=J 
::310 PRINT " CA:E J>2 mm I.>6", 
~320 ENDCASE END OF OUTER CASE 
ERPOP 3 IN LlrlE 320 OF .,Ti=.>I_ICTI_IPE. TES:T (Example of syntax error handling.) 

3c'O nmCASE 
::320 ENDCASE J END OF OUTEP CASE 
::3 ::: 0 NE>'.T J 
::340 EtiitIF 
~::350 PRINT •" 
::401) NE><T I Hrn OF LOOP, LINE ~m um:: FOP SH'! 
::·::i,:,·:i, END PROC NRME ADDED B'·,' S\'S:TEM 
::LIST 

PROCEDURE ~TPUCTUPE.TE-T 
10 PPINT "SIMPLE STPUCTIJPE TE:T 
20 START STRUCTUPE.TEST 

100 
11 0 
120 
1 .?, 0 
140 
150 
160 

FOP 1=1 TD 7 
PPHlT I, 
IF I<.3 

THEN PPHH I <"3 .. • 
ELS:E PRINT =3"' 

IF I=4 PPHH " 1=4", 
ENDIF 
IF I =5 

END OF INITIALISATION CODE 
MA rr-+ LOOP 

BHtFW\ IF ON IE oi,,r, FOP '·/EIBTLITY 
1'1-lE~t. E'L C:E .:ir·n, l_lt<AF", J F C:At·{ OtH \' 

f:E FOLLOi,!ED B ,' A t·+rn1-,:m•n·c~ 
TM ON THE SAME LIME 

200 
210 THEtl THE FOLLOi,!Jtl1~ COtHPnL. STM Ml.l,T f:E Ot' H tJEl,I L.Jt,E 

FOP' J=l TO 4 
CA:S:E J= 1 

PPittT " CASE J=l ", 
CASE !=6 

PF'JNT " CA<E 1=6", 
1::ASE I =7 

PPitH " CASE 1=7", 
HrnCASE I 

CA:::E ._1>2 AtiD 1'>6 

220 
2JO 
240 
c.·si-1 
260 
270 
280 
c'90 
300 
:=: 1 (I 
320 

PRINT " CASE J'2 AND I 6", 
ENDCR:::E _I 

330 NEXT J 220 
340 ENDIF 
350 PRINT " •" 
401.1 t,E:,<:J I 10(1 
99Q END STPUCTURE.TEST 

PU~i 
::SIMPLE STRUCTURE TEST 
1 I<." • 
2 I " • 
3 !>=3 • 
4 1>=3 
5 I =·3 
'=· J:,=3 
7 I >=3 
RUti 
::1 I <3 
2 I -::·:3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

I>=3 
1>=3 
I >=3 
I·,-=:>. 
r·- =?. 

• 

1=4 • 
CR<:E . .J=l 
CA:::.E J= 1 
Cl"GE .J=l 

• 
• 
1=4 • 
CASE J=1 
CAS:E .J=l 
CACE J=l 

• 
CASE I =6 
CRS:E I =7 

• 
CASE 1=6 
CRS:E 1=7 

• 
CAS:E J-2 

• 
CASE J 2 Rt·m 
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6 

OUTEP 1:A::E I ,·HIE'-'.= _i 

NESTED CASE INDEX=! 

END OF INNEP CASE 
COMPOU~+D CA,:E ,:mrnrTION, HlDE>>_i 

END OF DUTEP CASE 

END OF LOOP, LINE ND LINKS FOP STM 
PPOC NAME ADDED BY SYSTEM 

CASE J:, 2 Rt·m I:, 6 • 

CRSE J,c' At-HI I:6 • 



Table 1: Viper VS Prosic and HP Basic 

Total number of Seconds to execute loop 

statements oi VIPER<21 PROSJCl 31 HP BASIC141 

7 4.4 4.4 3.0 
50 4.4 8.5 6.6 

100 4.4 12.8 10.6 
200 4.4 21.3 18.7 

100 FOR I = I TO 1 000 
IO I IF I < 500 THEN 104 
102 X -~ I 
103 GOTO !05 
104 X - I 
105 NEXT I 
106 END 

Notes: 
( I ) The additional statement5 are outside the loop. 
(2) VIPER running on MIKROV [26 J 

( 3) PROSIC on MIKROV [26j 
( 4 J Hewlett Packard BASIC 20392A 

running on HP2IMX 

Table 2: A Benchmark 

COMPUTER AND LANGUAGE 

Published Data (10) 
Data General 840 multi-user BASIC 
DEC PDP 11/45 BASIC 
DEC PDP SE FOCAL 
INTEL 8080 BASIC 
INTEL 8080 compiled BASIC 
(Lawrence Livermore Laboratory) 

VIPER running on MIKROV [26] 
VIPER using floating point finnwarc 
and reverse Polish 

Module No. of No. lines 
type modules source 

MILLISECS 
PER 

LOOP 

4.5 
3.2 

38.0 
75.0 
22.0 

12.0 

4.2 

JO REM SIMPLE BENCHMARK 
15 REM*. I.-.+ 
20 REM 
30 LET A I 
40 LET B = RND(A) 
50 LET C =A+ B 
60 LET A == A -i I 
70 LET E= B/C 
80 LET F = A*E 
90 LET C = C-F 

I 00 IF A = l 001 THEN 200 
110 GOTO 50 
200 PRINT ··THE LOOP IS DONE" 
210 END 

Table 3: Case Study Program Statistics 

Averages Time busy per 60 secs 
Code 
size Lines Words Words Seconds 

codef11 words module line module CPU Swap Total 

A 15 I 178 ]2 276(2} 78.5 27.4 2 151 1.2 7.8 
C R\~ I 4 ell 238 19 807 59.5 83.2 4951 ... 

C 7 t: 34 085 
0 D 1 
~ E IO 

758 (memory resident global common areas) 
(Disc Jiles) 

A 16 638 12501<)) 42.7 18.3 781 7.9 0 .. Bi4> 8 171 2 830 21.4 16.5 353 
G) 

C C. 
~ 

(not required because of interactive facilities) 
D 
E 

A
B
C 
D -
E-

8 
3 123 

Repetitive tasks 
Non-repetitive or infrequent 
Monitoring and opentor 
Common data areas 
Error messages 

390 
2 799 I 41.0 

Notes 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

22.8 933 

Excluding comments 
Including non-reentrant library modules 
Including symbol table and SVT\1M overhead 
Type B functionally equivalent but not comparable line-for-line 
Hewlett Packard KTE FORTRAN 92060 16092 on 21MX. 
VIPER running on MIKROV ( 18) 

16 

9.0 

7.9 








